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Please Contribute!
The Ivy Bush in in dire need of contributions and feedback! Could you contribute an article, a short

story, a poem, a drawing, a joke, a DYK? Please email any submissions to Benita Prins at

editor.theivybush@gmail.com by June 20, 2016.

Website: theivybush.wordpress.com

Magazine Editor: Benita Prins

Magazine Layout Design: Benita Prins

Special thanks to everyone else who contributed something for this month’s issue!
Image credits for this issue go to: edarlein on deviantART ™ , New Line Cinema ™ , Warner Bros ™ ,Tolkien Enterprises ™  for Tolkien’s logo and all

others to their rightful owners.

https://theivybush.wordpress.com/


LANGUAGE CORNER

Weapon Inscriptions
In the films, many of the swords have inscriptions in Elvish. These are their translations.

Sting (Sindarin)
Maegnas aen estar nín – dagnir in yngyl im.
“Sting is my name – I am the spider’s bane.”

Glamdring (Sindarin)
Turgon aran Gondolin tortha gar a matha 

Glamdring
i vegil Glamdring gûd daelo, dam an Glamhoth

“Turgon, king of Gondolin, wilds, has and holds the sword
Glamdring

foe of Morgoth’s realm, hammer to the Orcs.”

Andúril (Quenya)
Anar

Nányë Andúril I né Narsil I macil Elendilo.
Lercuvanten I móli Mordórëo.

Isil
“Sun

I am Andúril who once was Narsil, sword of Elendil.
The slaves of Mordor shall flee from me.

Moon”

That Was Poetry!

A Middle-earth Lullaby
By Theresa Prins

Middle-earth is fading,
the leaves are dropping.

The night is fading,
the last ships sailing.

The sea flows foamy bright,
the frosty stars gleam glitt’ring white.

The stars will lead you home,
over the seas at end of day.



The Fifth Five
By I. Salogel

The story of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is a typical tale of chivalry and questing. There is romance,

danger, knights in shining (and green) armour, enchantment and fighting. It is most focused on the proper

behaviour of a knight, and this is illustrated by the symbol on Sir Gawain’s shield, what the English call an

Endless Knot. Each of the five points represents a different set of five: five

fingers for strength, five senses, the five wounds of Christ, and the five joys

of Mary. The fifth five is the one we will focus on. This category includes five

traits  all  knights should have,  which are chivalry,  free-giving,  friendliness,

piety, and chastity. In this essay I will examine each of these five points to

see how Sir Gawain lives up to the standards of being a knight.

To begin with, we will look at the chivalry of Gawain. Chivalry, being polite

and courteous, would have been a mark of high rank in the times of King Arthur. The common folk were

polite enough but often coarse and unmannered as well, so chivalry was something that distinguished the

different classes. Sir Gawain’s chivalry is quite evident at the court of Arthur. His manner towards the king

and queen is admirable to say the least. But perhaps more notable is his attitude towards the Green Knight

who challenges him. Gawain does not offer him any form of insult even though the Green Knight has a

provocative manner. Gawain’s chivalrous actions can also been seen in his actions as a guest at the lord’s

castle. He is polite and courteous, and genuinely admired for his comely manners.

Sir Gawain’s friendliness is yet another obvious trait. Gallantry and chivalry are all very well of course, but if

not accompanied by a friendly countenance they can still be cold and distant. Gawain, however, should not

be worried about being friendly. He is very open and happy, and speaks to all, rich and poor, old and young,

with an air of genuine interest and curiousness which is endearing. He always shows his kind heart through

encouraging and noble words, and never is he seen to get angry or cross. He is also quite unselfish which

allows much room in the heart for friendliness.

Tolkien names the next point as ‘free-giving’. The first thing one would think of

is generosity, and Sir Gawain certainly possesses this trait. However, I believe

that  in  this  tale,  ‘free-giving’  refers  even  more  strongly  to  a  sense  of  self-

sacrifice, literally freely giving up. When the Green Knight challenges Arthur’s

court and names them cowards for not stepping forward to do combat with a

giant, Gawain volunteers himself rather than see his King’s court put to shame,

If not accompanied 

by a friendly 

countenance, 

chivalry can still be 

cold and distant.



even though there is no possible way he can beat the Green Knight. As it turns out, his self-sacrifice saves

not only the honour of his people but also saves in the end the conscience of his  challenger,  who we

discover is actually enchanted by Morgan le Fay, in order to test the pride of Camelot. In this way, Gawain

reflects in a much smaller way the largest self-sacrifice of all – Jesus’ death on the cross.

This brings us to our next point, piety, which is one of the most important. Sir Gawain’s dedication to his

religion is evident by his frequent prayers and petitions. He honors God and attempts to in all things do

what is right in His eyes. It would have been easy enough for Gawain to stay at home and not fulfil his

agreement with the Green Knight, and he had every reason for doing so, considering that he would likely

die if  he went. And yet in spite of that,  he honours the terms and seeks out the Knight in good faith,

prepared to fully accept the consequences of what he had done. It takes strong faith to not quaver in a

quest that will likely end in one’s death. But Sir Gawain was pious and faithful, and did not stray from his

purpose, even at the request of his host.

Finally, Sir Gawain’s chastity is admirable and is most certainly put to the test during his quest. The fair

maiden in the court he is visiting takes a liking to him, and he to her as well. However, he does not steal

away with her or even attempt to meet her in secret, for he knows that she is unavailable. The lady comes

into his bedroom and attempts to seduce him several times, but Gawain holds true and does not allow his

passion to overcome his sense of right and wrong. He accepts only the lady’s girdle which she presses on

him to give him aid, and this only because it is magical, and may help him to live. Even so, he pays for his

moment of weakness, as shown by a gash that the Green Knight (who is in fact the lady’s husband) gives

him in his neck.

Tolkien states that the fifth five is  an interwoven ‘endless  knot’  for each line is  connected to another.

Chivalry does no good without a willing heart and friendly face. Friendliness is a fine trait, but not much

good if it is never put to use through the act of giving freely. Of course, the humblest way to give is to be in

servitude to God, which requires a pious nature and great devotion and care. Religion means nothing if not

followed through in all aspect of life including remaining pure and unadulterous. And in order to keep from

adultery  without  being  impolite,  great  chivalry  and  courteousness  is  required.  All  the  aspects  are

interconnected and each fulfills the next perfectly. Gawain’s story illustrates not only that he is a true knight

by having all these virtues securely inside him, but also serves as guidelines of how we should walk in our

daily lives – with chivalry, friendliness, free-giving, piety, and chastity.



JOKES!
Q. Why can’t you enter Sauron’s lair?

A. Because there’s always one Mordor!

Q. What do you call a Mexican who’s 

been corrupted by the Ring?

A. Smiguel!

Short Stories

Elf Poems
By Benita J. Prins

I, Gimli son of Glóin, the Elf being asleep in the canoe, have gone through his pack and found... 
shampoo bottles? Ah yes, but not filled with shampoo! They are filled with scrolls covered in his 
squiggly Elf writing which, unbeknownst to any of the Fellowship, I can read.

Leggy writes poetry.
I shall copy down three which I believe are his best and most poignant attempts, and then I 

shall throw them in the Anduin.

To Moria
Oh Moria, whose walls of stone

Gleam with a mithril sheen,
I hate you, for I hear the tone
Of drums, drums in the deep.

On Waiting for Gandalf
I stand nigh Moria near trees
That guard the closèd door.

Mithrandir has the password lost;
I fear we’ll trek no more.

Lothlórien
Dear Lórien, I miss you sair;
Once Mirkwood was a part

Of you, and now your Lady fair
Loves you alone, not us.

On second thought, although it would make a satisfying plop, I believe I shall not destroy these. 
Perhaps I can find a chance to deliver them up to Aragorn.



Hobbit Fun
Beren and Lúthien Wordsearch

 L K C S V M P M G D U K I D Y J K A T Z 
R I O A B J R D O I U H R L M N U B L H 
J N R W R O F R Y E G A O R B U Y M E C 
G H U A G C I H E Y U H N J B B Z M I K 
D O O E M A H I L G Q R C D O Q Q K V T 
N Z L K T L C A L H T O R G E N E M U H 
N E U H I X I U R N F Z O K C O H S N I 
C A M Q S W I S K O B Y W T D Z D K I N 
T X I F I N R O D R T D N A B G N A T G 
L R P L P Z O U N E Z H O C E K C Z B O 
O U X L E Y G A W A M P L U T H I E N L 
R W N N J M L A K D S O R N L I S Y V S 
I T A M E A F B H J M Q R L B O N I M B 
L A Y O F L E I T H I A N G D E J Y N V 
X C V O Q F W N A U O K N N O N R T C V 
L N H Y L V T S A A Z B A S H T G E Z B 
H P E A A S D K F N H M L W B L H D N L 
J P O P V N D I R J R L J N V I U C U V 
P B D I Q M G D A B O G Y X J A F N T P 
R A U Z E U A Y N D C U Y G V N N S G D 

Angband
Beren
Carcharoth
Celegorm
Daeron
Doriath
Draugluin
Finrod
Huan
Iron Crown

Lay of Leithian
Luthien
Mandos
Melian
Menegroth
Morgoth
Silmaril
Song
Thingol
Tinuviel

Elvish Word of the Month

          lómë
          twilight



Did You Notice?

When the Ring verse appears on the Ring, half of it is on the

outside of the band and the other half is on the inside. In some

shots, such as when it is about to melt, it’s obvious that the

lettering on the outside doesn’t go all the way around – it ends

where the inside lettering begins.

Would You Rather...
1. ...carry the Ring into Mordor OR steal a Silmaril from the crown of

Morgoth?

2. ...attend Aragorn and Arwen’s wedding OR Faramir and Éowyn’s? 

3. ...be a beardless Dwarf OR a bearded Elf?

4. ...belong to the respectable Baggins family OR to the wild Tooks?

5. ...watch all three Hobbit movies in a row OR all three Narnia

movies?

6. ...live on the shores of the Sea OR deep in the woods of Lórien?

7. ...borrow Aragorn’s sword for a day OR Legolas’ bow?

8. ...have hair like Thranduil OR hair like Legolas?

9. ...study algebra with Gandalf OR study history with Elrond?

10. ...wear a hat like Lobelia’s OR like Tom Bombadil’s?

What If...
...Bilbo hadn’t been able to give up the Ring?

...Pippin had been the Ringbearer?
...Gandalf hadn’t fallen in Moria?

Did You Know?
Tolkien typed the entire text of The Lord of 
the Rings using two fingers. Surely it would 
have been better in the long run to simply 

learn to type!



Fearless Fictitious Females
By Benita J. Prins

In a world where one is either a culturally defined feminist or a culturally defined misogynist, The Lord

of the Rings stands out like scarlet against black. J.R.R. Tolkien famously – or perhaps infamously –

weaves  into  his  novel  only  three  women  with  any  semblance  of  a  main  rôle.  Today’s  feminist

Tolkienites excuse him with a condescending “He was a product of his time”, whilst Peter Jackson seeks

to remedy the author’s supposed defects by expanding the part of Arwen and by adding Tauriel to The

Hobbit. With a correct view of femininity, however, it is clear that Tolkien’s portrayals are the kinder

towards women.

What  is  the  correct  view of  femininity?  Society  would  have  one  believe  that  the  only  difference

between men and women is the biological; there is neither true femininity nor true masculinity. Yet

with but the slightest allotment of common sense, one can see that this is ridiculous. Human beings

know instinctively that the difference between the sexes runs much deeper. “The relationship between

the sexes … is aimed at one thing only: … self-giving and service to others.”1 Men serve by providing,

leading, and protecting. On the other hand, women give of themselves by caring, nurturing, and in a

special way by pregnancy and motherhood. Immediately the faulty reasoning behind “strong female

characters” becomes clear: whilst these characters may be handy in a battle, they are no longer wholly

feminine, because the particular hallmark of womanhood is that of nurturing, the opposite of violence.

Let us examine the rôles of women in both Tolkien’s work and Jackson’s adaptations, beginning with

Éowyn – likely the first woman who comes to mind in this context. By the modern definition, Éowyn is

a strong character for much of her pagetime, but falters and weakens thanks to her doomed love of

Aragorn. Regrettably, in one ranking of nine Lord of the Rings women, Éowyn earns second place rather

than first as a result of this very point.2 In fact, it is not so much her love for Aragorn that makes her

weak; her desire for glory by physical strength does the same, and in greater measure. Of course a

woman should be capable of defending herself, but to be a warrior is a betrayal of her femininity –

even Joan of Arc never actually fought in a battle. Tolkien has Éowyn learn this lesson, as she forswears

warcraft and marries Faramir. Jackson manages to downplay this by relegating the Faramir/Éowyn to

near non-existence in his films, though in the extended editions we do see more of it. Overall, Éowyn

1 Matlary, Janne Haaland. “Commentary: Catholic Feminism vs. Equality Feminism”. L’Osservatore Romano, 12 Jan.
2005.

2 Cusumano, Katherine. “9 Lord of the Rings Women Ranked by Character Development.” Web, 7 Jan. 2016. 
http://www.bustle.com/articles/133978-9-lord-of-the-rings-women-ranked-by-character-development-including-
elves-hobbits-alike, retrieved 24 May 2016.

http://www.bustle.com/articles/133978-9-lord-of-the-rings-women-ranked-by-character-development-including-elves-hobbits-alike
http://www.bustle.com/articles/133978-9-lord-of-the-rings-women-ranked-by-character-development-including-elves-hobbits-alike


displays greater strength in moving past Aragorn and returning to a peaceful, caring life than she did in

disobeying her uncle and riding to war.

All this said, I need hardly speak about Tauriel, the warrior she-elf of the Hobbit trilogy. Even the pitiful

attempts to feminise her failed; creating a trite love triangle reduced a character with some potential

to a sniffling ‘Mary Sue’. Perhaps it would have been wiser to make Tauriel Thranduil’s wife and Legolas’

mother, and her rôle standing up to Thranduil regarding his treatment the Dwarves. This is strength of

a more feminine sort.

The Arwen of the novels has this strength. Although Tolkien barely mentions her in  The Lord of the

Rings, we know that she waited faithfully for Aragorn, and to suggest that it proves weakness to wait at

home for a soldiering lover is  an insult to millions of women throughout history.  It  is  partially the

thought of Arwen’s faithfulness and belief in him – she sends him a banner embroidered with the

symbols of the King of Gondor – that spurs Aragorn on in the war against Sauron.

At the start of Jackson’s Fellowship of the Ring, Arwen’s character is relatively accurate in this regard.

She races the Nazgûl to save Frodo, but does not attempt to fight them herself – that is left to Aragorn

and the other three Hobbits until the Nine realise the Ring has escaped. Reaching Rivendell, where

Arwen floods the Bruinen and drowns the Nine, she prays for Frodo that “What grace is given me, let it

pass to him.” It is the most touching portrayal of womanhood in the entire trilogy. Sadly, in the later

films Arwen becomes much like Tauriel, sniffling and weeping in the majority of her scenes. Perhaps

most unfortunately, she yields to her father’s pressure and actually leaves Rivendell to depart Middle-

earth forever, until a vision of her future with Aragorn changes her mind. This is quite the opposite of

the novel, in which she would not consider abandoning Aragorn though it cost her the immortality of

her race.

Any feminist  analysis of Tolkien’s female characters by default glorifies the things they do that are

“badass” (forgive the vulgar term) and like men. One such example is an article on TheMarySue.com:

“For those of you keeping score, then: Lúthien manages to subdue two dark lords, saves Beren’s life on

multiple  occasions,  and  makes  a  daring  escape  from her  father.  She also  manages  to  thwart  two

dastardly sons of Fëanor attempting to force her into marriage. … After [Haleth’s] death, they raise a

mound for her, the name of which translates to ‘Lady-barrow.’ I hope it was engraved something like

this … “Haleth of the Haladin, killed over 9000 Orcs...”3 

3 Ringo, Elise. “Tolkien’s Forgotten Ladies”. Web, 31 Mar. 2015. http://www.themarysue.com/tolkiens-forgotten-
ladies/, retrieved 24 May 2016.

http://www.themarysue.com/tolkiens-forgotten-ladies/
http://www.themarysue.com/tolkiens-forgotten-ladies/


Why do so many current attempts to create strong female characters merely deteriorate into creating

pseudo-male characters? I might dare suggest it is not because we are so “enlightened” now, but rather

that we are de-enlightened, that we have completely lost sight of what femininity means, that our

culture despises real womanhood. Indeed, Tolkien was a product of his time, but that is a compliment,

not an offence. Jackson failed in his 21st-century portrayals, whilst  Tolkien succeeded in creating some

of the last true strong female characters before the modern era invaded.

Something to Think About
If someone ends up making a new Middle-earth film from Appendices material, which story or stories

should they use?

Did You Know?
Viggo Mortensen is quite the athlete. He insisted on doing his
own stunts for the films, and instead of using the lightweight

sword that the other actors were provided with, he chose to use a
real metal sword. The stuntsmen were terrified of him – he got
incredibly into the fight routines and would occasionally hurt

someone by accident.

Test Your LOTR Knowledge!
1. Which saying of Gildor’s does Merry quote, warning Pippin against asking Gandalf too much 

about the palantír?
2. What makes Pippin hesitate as he approaches Gandalf to “borrow” the palantír?
3. What does Pippin replace the palantír with?
4. Which palantír does Aragorn identify this one with?
5. Why does Gandalf leave so suddenly, earlier that he intended?
6. Why does Gandalf ride Shadowfax in Elf-fashion? Extra credit: What is the ‘Elf-fashion’ of 

horseback riding?
7. Fill in the blanks: “Seven ____ and seven ____ / And one ____   ____”
8. How does Gandalf translate the word palantír?
9. Who made the palantíri and where did they come from?
10. Where was the chief palantír kept?

Answers can be found in The Two Towers, in the chapter “The Palantír”.



Cast and Crew Birthdays in May
May 5: John Rhys-Davids (Gimli) turns 72
May 14: Cate Blanchett (Galadriel) turns 47
May 23: William Kircher (Bifur) turns 58
May 25: Ian McKellen (Gandalf) turns 77
May 27: Christopher Lee (Saruman) would have turned 94
May 29: Adam Brown (Ori) turns 36

Cast and Crew Birthdays in June
June 7: Karl Urban (Éomer) turns 44
June 19: Aidan Turner (Kíli) turns 33
June 29: Bret McKenzie (Lindir) turns 40
June 30: Marton Csokas (Celeborn) turns 50



Funny Pictures

Quote of the Month
“The world is indeed full of peril and in it there are many dark places. But still there is much that is fair.

And though in all lands love is now mingled with grief, it still grows, perhaps, the greater.”
-Haldir of Lórien

The Gondorian Gazette
Latest news from the Eagles? Most recent shenanigans from the Shire? We bring you all the newest

and most exciting stories about goings on in the Tolkien fandom.

-”They’re taking the Hobbits to Isengard!”: If  you haven’t yet watched the infamous and hilarious
video, you’re way behind the times. On May 11, “They’re taking the Hobbits to Isengard” celebrated its
tenth birthday on YouTube.
-Tolkien Documentary: “’The road goes ever on and on’, and I don’t think it’s possible to become weary
of that road, because there’s so much to discover.” So John Howe claims, speaking of Tolkien’s world, in
the 2015 French-English  documentary he narrated about  the source material  for  The Hobbit.  It  is
entitled  A la Recherche du Hobbit (Looking for The Hobbit). You can watch the first of five episodes
here, and the entire series is available for purchase in English and French.

http://boutique.arte.tv/f10115-recherche_hobbit_serie
http://www.bqhl.com/index.php/dvd/a-la-recherche-du-hobbit.html
https://vimeo.com/154571139
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE-1RPDqJAY

